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1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have enjoyed great success in portable electronics and electric vehicles, and show considerable prospects in grid level energy storage. Such development dramatically accelerates the progress of modern civilization and is acknowledged by the 2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry awarded to John B. Goodenough, M. Stanley Whittingham, and Akira Yoshino.[1] Among many other milestones that contributed to the huge success of LIBs is the development of three families of cathode materials (layered structure LiCoO2,[2] spinel structure LiMn2O4,[3] and olivine structure LiFePO4,[4]) pioneered by Goodenough and co-workers. This review article shall focus on manganese spinel cathode LiMn2O4 and its derivatives, with cubic lattice symmetry on average.

The discovery of LiMn2O4 for battery applications came from the quest to find an inexpensive oxide as the cathode material.[5] In 1981, Hunter[6] first reported the conversion of spinel LiMn2O4 into a new form of manganese dioxide called λ-MnO2 by chemical delithiation in aqueous acidic solutions. The λ-MnO2 preserves the [B2]O4 framework of A[B2]O4 spinel and turns out to be the end product of LiMn2O4 after electrochemical delithiation. After early investigations of electrochemical lithiation of Fe2O3 spinel,[7] Thackeray et al. reported electrochemical lithiation[3a] and delithiation[3b] of LiMn2O4 spinel in 1983 and 1984, respectively, which boosted research interest in this family of cathodes with good thermal stability.[8] Further investigations of complex phase diagrams and versatile structure/chemistry of Mn-based materials[9] as well as efforts to optimize the electrochemical properties (especially on cycling)[10] led to the discovery and development of high-voltage spinel cathodes (e.g., LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4)[11] as well as new cathode materials.[12] These advances included high-capacity layered Li-/Mn-rich cathodes (e.g., Li2MnO3 and xLiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2·(1−x)Li2MnO3[13]), and other advanced cathode materials/composites.[14] The major milestones of the development of LiMn2O4 and its derivatives are briefly summarized in the flow chart in Figure 1. To date, even though LiMn2O4 has smaller capacity and energy density compared to the later developed layered LiNi1−x−yCoxMn1−yO2 (NCM), LiNi1−x−yCo0.5Al0.5O2 (NCA), Li-/Mn-rich cathodes, and LiCoO2 (see comparison of different cathode materials in Table 1), it is cost-effective, nontoxic, and environmentally friendly (cobalt-free, with abundant nontoxic manganese) and has a more robust crystal structure with fast diffusion kinetics, so it is commonly blended with layered cathodes to reduce cost, increase structural and thermal stability, and improve rate performance.[15] High-voltage spinel LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 has...
promising energy density due to its high operating voltage at ≈4.7 V versus Li+/Li. Also, the spinel structure is closely related to the layered and rocksalt structures of many LIB cathodes, and spinel-like structures can often be observed at the surface of degraded cathodes. And, just like Li substitution of transition metals (TM) in layered compounds leads to Li-rich cathodes with higher capacity due to the participation of oxygen redox, one may also create Li-rich spinels with reversible and/or irreversible hybrid anion- and cation-redox (HACR) activities.

Here, we would like to make a distinction between “bad spinel” structures like the Co$_2$O$_4$ phase, where Li$^+$ diffusion channels are all blocked as both tetrahedral and octahedral sites are occupied by Co, and “good spinel” structures like LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and LiNi$_0.5$Mn$_1.5$O$_4$ where there are percolating 3D Li$^+$ diffusion channels. In this review, we are mostly concerned with the latter, although on the surfaces of some layered compounds, “bad spinel” can also form, greatly increasing the impedance. “Good spinel” surface phases, on the other hand, do not necessarily degrade the rate performance and can actually improve it.[17]

Past understanding and lessons learned from spinel cathodes could provide valuable insights and implications for future development of LIB cathodes in general. This review is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the fundamentals of spinel cathodes and its relation to layered and rocksalt lattice structures. Section 3 summarizes the understandings of their degradation mechanisms. Section 4 discusses degradation mitigation and future development strategies, including bulk doping, controlling dopant distribution (e.g., cation ordering and surface doping), coating, and development of novel liquid and solid electrolytes. Section 5 discusses the stability of the spinel structure, summarizes the observations of spinel-like surface structures in degraded layered cathodes, and discusses the integration of the spinel structure into the layered cathodes as structural stabilizer. Section 6 discusses the origin of fast kinetics in the spinel structure and the potential application of utilizing the spinel structure to design novel high-rate cathodes. Section 7 provides a conclusion with a summary of future directions for spinel cathodes.

### 2. Fundamentals of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and Its Derivatives

LiMn$_2$O$_4$ has a cubic spinel structure A[B$_2$]O$_4$ under the space group Fd$ar{3}$m, where O anions form face-centered cubic (FCC) array at 32e (Wyckoff position), B-site Mn cations fill in 1/2 of the octahedral sites at 16d, and A-site Li cations fill in 1/8 of the tetrahedral sites at 8a. The 3D [B$_2$]O$_4$ array is formed by edge-sharing MnO$_6$ octahedra (Figure 2a), which offers a strongly bonded network for 3D Li$^+$ diffusion via the empty octahedral sites at 16c (Figure 2b). The Li$_2$O tetrahedra centered at 8a sites are corner-shared with MnO$_6$ octahedra centered at 16d and face-shared with empty octahedra centered at 16c, and Li hops from 8a $\rightarrow$ 16c $\rightarrow$ 8a. This spinel structure (Figure 3, bottom panel) is closely related to the layered Li(TM)$_2$O$_4$ structure (Figure 3, top panel; which can also be viewed as an ordered rocksalt structure), both with the same FCC anion sublattice, but with different cation sublattice (octahedral + tetrahedral) occupations. The layered compound Li(TM)$_2$O$_4$ has a planar Li–TM–Li–TM cation concentration wave, with Li/(Li+TM) of 100% and 0% in the alternating layers, all at octahedral sites, with an average TM valence of 3+. By contrast, the cubic spinel Li(TM)$_2$O$_4$ has Li/(Li+TM) occupation of 66.7% in one layer (octahedral + tetrahedral) and 0% in the other layer, with an average TM valence of 3.5+. Furthermore, the 33.3% TM (all octahedral) in the 66.7%-Li (all tetrahedral) layer forms an ordered superlattice, imparting the system a cubic symmetry. The disordered rocksalt structure with the same chemical formula Li(TM)$_2$O$_4$ as the layered compound, on the other hand, destroys the planar Li–TM–Li–TM cation concentration wave...
altogether, and makes no distinction between layers, and there is only one cation sublattice (all octahedral) with equal occupation of Li/TM. This also recovers the cubic symmetry on average, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 3. Li-rich disordered rocksalt structure materials Li$_{1+x}$TM$_{1−x}$O$_2$ are under investigation as high-capacity cathodes, as long as there is sufficient “Li-richness” $x$ (beyond the ideal reference structure) to ensure Li conduction percolation. After sufficient delithiation (oxidation) of the layered compound Li(TM)O$_2$, phase transformation from the layered structure in the top panel of Figure 3 to the spinel structure in the bottom panel requires out-of-plane migration of 1/4 of the Mn in the TM layer to the octahedral sites in the Li layer, while Li ions are displaced from octahedral to tetrahedral sites. The similarities in anion lattice and cation occupancy relate many Mn-based spinel and layered compounds, as shall be discussed later. Tetrahedral-to-octahedral displacement of Li can take place when lithiating spinel Li(TM)$_2$O$_4$ to create average composition Li$_{1+x}$TM$_{2}$O$_4$ ($0 < x < 1$), which is a two-phase reaction (spinel to ordered tetragonal rocksalt compound Li$_3$(TM)$_2$O$_4$) that provides a flat voltage plateau below 3 V versus Li$^+/Li$ (Figure 4). The lithiation of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ is charge-compensated by Mn$^{4+}$/Mn$^{3+}$

Table 1. Comparison of common cathode materials in LIBs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material structure</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Theoretical capacity [mAh g$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Capacity at 0.1 C [mAh g$^{-1}$] (voltage range)</th>
<th>Operating voltage versus Li$^+$/Li [V]</th>
<th>Specific energy [Wh kg$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Co/TM ratio</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Refs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spinel</td>
<td>LiMn$_2$O$_4$</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>120 (3.0–4.3 V)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiNi$<em>{0.5}$Mn$</em>{1.5}$O$_4$</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>125 (3.5–4.9 V)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layered</td>
<td>LiCoO$_2$</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>185 (3.0–4.45 V)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiNi$<em>{1.5}$Co$</em>{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_2$</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>160 (2.8–4.3 V)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiNi$<em>{2.3}$Co$</em>{0.7}$Mn$_{1}$O$_2$</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>205 (2.8–4.3 V)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>[21b,22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiNi$<em>{2.3}$Co$</em>{0.7}$Al$_{0.1}$O$_2$</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>200 (2.8–4.3 V)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li$<em>{1.2}$Ni$</em>{1.1}$Co$<em>{0.1}$Mn$</em>{1}$O$_2$</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>240–270 (2.0–4.8 V)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>860–970</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>LiFePO$_4$</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>150 (2.5–4.2 V)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiMn$<em>{0.8}$Fe$</em>{0.2}$PO$_4$</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>160 (2.5–4.2 V)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
redox couple, where Li$_{1+x}$Mn$_2$O$_4$ has ($1+x$) Mn$^{3+}$ and ($1-x$) Mn$^{4+}$ on average with $x > 0$. Because octahedral Mn$^{3+}$ ($t_2g^3e_g^1$) is a Jahn–Teller ion while Mn$^{4+}$ ($t_2g^3e_g^0$) is not, excessive Mn$^{3+}$ (over $1/2$ of total Mn) in Li$_{1+x}$Mn$_2$O$_4$ initiates cooperative Jahn–Teller distortion in the lattice and disrupts the cubic symmetry (to tetragonal), which degrades the material upon electrochemical cycling. On the other hand, for delithiation of LiMn$_2$O$_4$, cubic symmetry can be maintained throughout the entire range of $0 < \gamma < 1$ in Li$_{1-\gamma}$Mn$_2$O$_4$, offering better structural stability during cycling. Furthermore, Li occupies a diamond-like array at $8a$ sites with two subsets of interpenetrating FCC Li patterns in LiMn$_2$O$_4$, where one ordered Li subset retains at Li$_{0.5}$Mn$_2$O$_4$ ($\gamma = 0.5$) ideally. At this point, LiMn$_2$O$_4$ $\rightarrow$ Li$_{0.5}$Mn$_2$O$_4$ would have given 74.1 mAh g$^{-1}$ (LiMn$_2$O$_4$) charge capacity, with the rest 74.1 mAh g$^{-1}$ (LiMn$_2$O$_4$) charge capacity from Li$_{0.5}$Mn$_2$O$_4$ $\rightarrow$ Li$_{0.5}$Mn$_2$O$_4$ yet to come. Interestingly, Mn$^{4+}$/Mn$^{3+}$ redox couple is very sensitive to Li$^+$ ordering, which leads to a small voltage step ($\approx 0.15$ V) between two voltage plateaus around 4 V versus Li$^+$/Li. This sensitivity also leads to a large voltage drop (>1 V, Figure 4) between LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and Li$_{1+x}$Mn$_2$O$_4$ as it involves tetrahedral-to-octahedral Li sublattice shift, which practically limits the cycling of Li to only $\approx$1 Li per two Mn from [Mn$_2$]O$_4$ to Li[Mn$_2$]O$_4$ in standard coarse-grained spinels.

LiMn$_2$O$_4$ has many derivatives that have similar chemistry and structures, indicated by many metastable compounds in Li–Mn–O phase diagrams constructed for either high-temperature synthesis or room-temperature chemical/electrochemical conversion.[9,10,30] One useful phase diagram near the LiMn$_2$O$_4$ composition is shown in Figure 5, originally constructed by Thackeray et al.[9b,10,30a] to investigate the effect of composition and Mn valence on the electrochemical properties of spinel and spinel-related materials. Spinel materials with the
greatest electrochemical interest lie on the “Spinel tie-line” connecting LiMn_2O_4 and Li_xMn_2O_12 (equivalently Li[Li_{1/3}Mn_{5/3}]O_4), where Li substitutes up to 1/6 of the octahedral Mn with the chemical formula Li_{1+x}Mn_{2-x}O_4 (or Li[Li_{x}Mn_{2-x}]O_4, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/3) while maintaining average cubic symmetry. Such “Li-rich spinel” Li_{1+x}Mn_{2-x}O_4 can be considered to be created by simultaneous lithiation and removal of Mn, which is not the same as pure lithiation, as is made clear by the different directions on the phase diagram in Figure 5. As mentioned above, pure lithiation of LiMn_2O_4 (along the dashed line from LiMn_2O_4 to the end product Li_2MnO_2 = LiMnO_2, which can be rocksalt or layered) often triggers a spinel-to-ordered tetragonal rocksalt phase transformation due to reduced Mn valence (too much Mn^{3+} makes the system prone to Jahn–Teller distortion), while its delithiation (along the dashed line from LiMn_2O_4 to the end product λ-MnO_2) follows a solid-solution behavior. Similar trends apply to Li-rich spinel Li_{1+x}Mn_{2-x}O_4, where further lithiation enters the two-phase regime, and delithiation enters the cubic defect-spinel regime (LiMn_2O_4–Li_{1+x}Mn_{2-x}O_4–λ-MnO_2 triangle). Accompanied with Li substitution Li_{1+x}Mn_{2-x}O_4 (i.e., Li[Li_{1-x}Mn_{2-x}]O_4) is the increase of average Mn valence to (7–x)/2–x, so that Mn^{4+}/Mn^{3+} redox couple can only provide (1–3x)/2–x electrons per Mn and charge-compensate the removal of (1–3x) Li ions, due to both increased average TM valence and decreased number of TM redox sites. Therefore, the Mn^{4+}/Mn^{3+} cation-redox capacity (proportional to the total length of the dashed line passing through the spinel composition in Figure 5) decreases dramatically with increasing Li-richness x. This means if a Li-rich spinel (an extreme case would be x = 1/3 or Li_{4/3}Mn_{5/3}O_12 where 100% of Mn valence is 4+) can still give significant charging capacity experimentally,[31] then part of this capacity must originate from oxygen redox, or HACR activities.[32] On the other hand, the increase of average Mn valence broadens the cubic spinel regime of Li_{1+x}Mn_{2-x}O_4 before transforming to tetragonal rocksalt phase, and also increases the average Mn valence to (6–x)/(2–x) in fully lithiated product Li_2MnO_2. The latter decreases c/a ratio in tetragonal rocksalt Li_{2+x}Mn_{2-x}O_4, e.g., from average valence of +3 and c/a = 1.16 in LiMn_2O_4 to +3.4 and c/a = 1.11 in Li_{4}Mn_{5}O_{12}, which reduces the damaging Jahn–Teller effect.

Because of the versatile valence, stoichiometry, and polymorphism that Li–Mn–O-based compounds can adopt, the obtained phases strongly depend on synthesis methods and conditions.[30] For example, while LiMn_2O_4 is typically synthesized at higher temperatures >800 °C, LiMn_2O_12 often forms at lower temperatures around 400 °C, and may result in impurity phases with other Li/Mn ratios; LiMnO_2 can have various crystal structures of rocksalt (tetragonal), layered (monoclinic), staggered configurations (orthorhombic), and their composites.[3a,13a,30a,33] The last and probably the most important derivative of LiMn_2O_4 is the high-voltage spinel LiNi_0.5Mn_1.5O_4, where Ni^{2+} substitution sets all Mn in +4 valence. It operates on Ni^{4+}/Ni^{2+} double redox at ~4.7 V versus Li^+/Li, with a theoretical capacity of 147 mAh g \(^{-1}\) and a practical capacity of 125 mAh g \(^{-1}\).[3] Because of the higher energy density and improved cycling stability, LiNi_0.5Mn_1.5O_4 has attracted continuous interest since its first reports in 1997.[11a,11b]

3. Degradation Mechanisms of Spinel Cathodes

An ideal electrode for LIBs should be a partially closed system that only allows the removal and insertion of Li via ambipolar diffusion of Li^+ and electrons. It generally does not apply to real materials as side reactions take place at the interface between active electrode materials and organic liquid electrolytes, where there are often effluences of TMs and oxygen, especially at extreme potentials. The resultant solid products form a passivation layer between electrodes and electrolyte, known as solid–electrolyte interphases (SEIs) at the anode side and cathode–electrolyte interphases (CEIs) at the cathode side.[34] Gaseous products could evolve mainly in the form of O_2, CO_2, and others, as observed in differential electrochemical mass spectrometry measurements of charged cathodes and some anodes (e.g., Li_4Ti_5O_12).[35] These soluble products could enter the liquid electrolyte, e.g., the well-known problem of TM dissolution for
LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and other Mn-based cathodes.$^{[36]}$ This is an important issue, not only because it leads to the loss of active cathode materials, but also because the dissolved TM ions can migrate to the anode side under electric field and/or concentration gradient and deposit on the anode surface under a low potential (vs Li metal, and thus a reducing condition), as confirmed by various experimental techniques (e.g., energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy$^{[37]}$ Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy,$^{[38]}$ secondary ion mass spectrometry,$^{[39]}$ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),$^{[37a,37h]}$ and X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy$^{[40]}$). The deposited TMs are known to affect the SEI of graphite anodes that significantly degrades the battery,$^{[11c,37a,40]}$ and change the deposition/growth morphology of Li metal anodes$^{[40]}$ that are under intense development currently.$^{[42]}$ The problem of TM dissolution is arguably the Achilles’ heel of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and has been attracting continuous research interests over decades.

Before LIBs, Mn dissolution of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ was investigated by Hunter$^{[6]}$ in aqueous acidic solutions, which produced Li$^+$ and Mn$^{2+}$ in the solution and $\lambda$-MnO$_2$ (with all Mn being +4 valence) at room temperature. Based on this observation, Hunter proposed a conversion reaction

$$2\text{LiMn}_2\text{O}_4 = \text{Li}_2\text{O} + 3\text{MnO}_2 + \text{MnO}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where Li$_2$O and MnO are soluble under acidic conditions, based on a disproportionation mechanism

$$2\text{Mn}^{3+} = \text{Mn}^{2+} + \text{Mn}^{4+}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

at the surface. Outward ambipolar diffusion of Li$^+$ and electron polarons (Figure 6) then follows, until the bulk is turned into $\lambda$-MnO$_2$. This mechanism was followed and extended by Thackeray et al.$^{[48]}$ in their first report of electrochemical delithiation of LiMn$_2$O$_4$, which proved that both Li$^+$ and electron polarons have sufficiently high lattice diffusivity at room temperature and modified the disproportionation mechanism by assigning different surface and bulk stabilities (denoted as subscripts) of Mn$^{2+/3+/4+}$

$$\left(\text{Mn}^{3+}\right)_{\text{surface}} + \left(\text{Mn}^{3+}\right)_{\text{bulk}} = \left(\text{Mn}^{2+}\right)_{\text{surface}} + \left(\text{Mn}^{4+}\right)_{\text{bulk}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This mechanism is supported by the observations of Mn$^{2+}$ in aqueous solutions$^{[6]}$ and organic electrolytes (by differential pulse polarography$^{[49]}$ and X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectra$^{[46]}$), and is consistent with the observations that Mn dissolution becomes more severe with smaller particles and larger specific surface areas, higher acidity of the electrolyte, and higher temperatures.$^{[38a,45]}$ (There are two recent studies that reported Mn$^{3+}$ as the main TM dissolution species of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ in battery electrolytes, while Mn$^{2+}$ still being the main dissolution species of LiNi$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$.$^{[46]}$ The investigation was followed by Hanf et al.$^{[47]}$ showing that Mn$^{3+}$ is the main product of LiNi$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$ in aqueous acidic solutions, while Mn$^{2+}$ dominates in organic electrolytes.) Therefore, this disproportionation mechanism has been widely stated and discussed in the literature. However, it requires caution to treat Mn$^{3+}$ disproportionation as the only cause of Mn dissolution. This is because if this mechanism dominates, Mn dissolution would be more pronounced as Mn valence decreases (which peaks at the lowest voltage at the end of discharge/lithiation) and less so as Mn valence becomes higher (which should cease at the highest voltage at the end of charge/delithiation); however, it has been shown by various experiments that Mn dissolution accelerates both in discharged states <3.1 V versus Li$^+$/Li and in charged states >4.1 V, and peaks at the highest voltage during charge.$^{[43–45]}$ The disproportionation argument again fails in LiNi$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$, where all Mn are at +4 valence, yet Mn dissolution still takes place (albeit less than LiMn$_2$O$_4$) and accelerates at higher charge voltages.$^{[46]}$ The observed Mn dissolution under highly charged states indicates the surface instability of highly delithiated LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and LiNi$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$, which could result in anion-redox-induced global oxygen mobility,$^{[32]}$ oxygen loss, TM reduction, and side reactions with the organic electrolytes. For example, with combined XPS, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, Tang et al.$^{[48]}$ reported the reduction of surface Mn upon charging and oxidation of surface Mn upon discharging, which is contrary to what are expected in the bulk; Gao et al.$^{[49]}$ used atomistic-level STEM to directly characterize and visualize oxygen loss, Mn reduction, and surface reconstruction upon charging; using epitaxial LiMn$_2$O$_4$ thin films, Hirayama et al.$^{[50]}$ showed that surface instability/reconstruction and Mn dissolution are surface dependent and more pronounced at (110) than at (111) surface. These observations have shed light on the fundamental mechanism of high-voltage instability of spinel cathodes, especially at the surface.$^{[51]}$ Conventionally, such surface instability was thought to be only applicable to redox couples that are pinned at the top of O-2p bands, e.g., Co$^{2+}$/Co$^{3+}$ redox couple in LiCoO$_2$. But, as is clear in the example of LiMn$_2$O$_4$, the anion-redox-led structural instability could be stronger at the surface than in the bulk, and surface oxygen loss accompanied by TM reduction and surface reconstruction should be general in most of the high-voltage cathode materials. The as-reduced TMs can lead to surface phase transformation, and in the case of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and other Mn-based cathodes, TM dissolution in the form of Mn$^{2+}$. 

Figure 6. Schematic mechanism of the conversion of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ to $\lambda$-MnO$_2$ in aqueous acidic solutions. Reproduced with permission.$^{[6]}$ Copyright 1981, Elsevier Inc.
Beyond TM dissolution that causes loss of active cathode materials, there are also surface phase transformations that increase the impedance of cathodes.\(^{[52]}\) Both factors contribute to capacity decay and quantitatively, the loss of active materials was found to be only responsible for 20–30% of the overall capacity decay.\(^{[43]}\) The impedance growth is attributed to surface phase transformation with poor Li\(^{+}\) diffusivity, which happens at both ends of charge and discharge, especially under fast charging/discharging, nonequilibrium conditions, and prolonged cycling. At the end of discharge, the damaging Jahn–Teller distortion\(^{[53]}\) could initiate at the surface and induce cubic-to-tetragonal phase transformation, where ordered tetragonal rocksalt Li\(_2\)Mn\(_2\)O\(_4\) phase was observed at the surface of LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\) cycled between 3.3 and 4.2 V versus Li\(^+/\)Li.\(^{[54]}\) At the end of charge, on the other hand, oxygen escape leads to the formation of Mn\(_3\)O\(_4\) (with average Mn valence of +8/3, less than +3) phase at the surface, which produces soluble Mn\(^{2+}\).\(^{[48]}\) Such electrochemically induced phase transformations were recently investigated by Liu et al.\(^{[55]}\) via advance characterizations of combining in situ synchrotron high-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray absorption spectroscopy, X-ray fluorescence, and STEM. The results (Figure 7) clearly reveal the formation of Mn\(_3\)O\(_4\) at upper charge voltage of 4.3 V versus Li\(^+/\)Li and the formation of Li\(_2\)Mn\(_2\)O\(_4\) at lower discharge voltage of 3.4 V versus Li\(^+/\)Li. The phase transformations are partially irreversible and lead to particle cracking upon cycling, which further causes detrimental increase in reactive surface area. Similar observations of Mn\(_3\)O\(_4\)-like structures (“bad spinel”) have also been reported by Lin et al.\(^{[56]}\) on the surface (about 2 nm thick) of LiNi\(_{0.5}\)Mn\(_{1.5}\)O\(_4\) during the first charge up to 4.9 V versus Li\(^+/\)Li, whereas a rocksalt-like structure was observed in the subsurface region. Interestingly, it was shown by Amos et al.\(^{[57]}\) by aberration-corrected STEM that the surface of uncycled LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\) can automatically reconstruct into a thin surface layer of Mn\(_3\)O\(_4\) (“bad spinel,” which is also electrolyte soluble) and a subsurface layer of Li\(_{1-x}\)Mn\(_2\)O\(_4\) near the surface of a bulk LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\) particle (Figure 8), which indicates surface oxygen deficiency and a subsequent disproportionation reaction. The blockage of the 3D Li\(^+\) diffusion channels in Mn\(_3\)O\(_4\)-like and rocksalt-like structures is likely to be the reason why the transformed phases dramatically increase cell impedance.

The observed TM dissolution, oxygen escape, surface reconstruction, and surface phase transformations point to the
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**Figure 7.** a) In situ synchrotron high-resolution X-ray diffraction of LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\) for the first charge and discharge between 3.4 and 4.3 V versus Li\(^+/\)Li. b) Enlarged view of (a). c) Enlarged view of similar measurements performed on Li\(_{1.1}\)Mn\(_{1.9}\)O\(_4\) for the first charge and discharge between 3.4 and 4.3 V versus Li\(^+/\)Li. Reproduced with permission.\(^{[55]}\) Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
critical role of the interactions between the cathode surface and the electrolyte under dynamic conditions, which are still not well understood at the present stage. On one hand, surface structure and chemistry of the spinel cathodes need to be better characterized and studied, as a function of crystal orientations, terminating species, segregating cations, and electrochemical potentials. Special attention should be paid to the surface phase stability and diffusion kinetics of Li\(^+\) and TM species.

Figure 8. High-angle annular dark-field imaging (HAADF) STEM image of a LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\) particle, with green rectangle showing the inspected area (top panel). Colored maps (red, yellow, and green) and the corresponding EELS spectra (in the same color) representing the location of different Mn valence states, and a map showing atomic ratio of O/(Mn+O) calculated from the O K edge and Mn L\(_{2,3}\) edge (middle and bottom panels). Reproduced with permission.\(^{57}\) Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
were also reported to improve the cycling of LiMn$_2$O$_4$. This needs to be considered in stabilizing LiMn$_2$O$_4$. Meanwhile, need to be activated at higher charging voltages. Such a trade-off requires synergetic efforts with various ex situ and in situ characterizations (e.g., ab initio molecular dynamics simulations[60], ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy[61]) and advanced simulation techniques (e.g., ab initio molecular dynamics simulations[60,62]) to capture and understand the underlying thermodynamics and dynamics, which could help to design stable artificial CEIs, novel electrolytes, and additives to fully solve the TM dissolution problem. Such mechanistic understandings hold the key for the future development of spinel cathodes.

4. Future Development of Spinel Cathodes

Because of the above issues of TM dissolution and surface phase transformations, spinel cathodes suffer from severe degradation especially during high-temperature cycling (e.g., at 50 °C), and there have been tremendous efforts to improve cycling and rate performance. First of all, bulk doping is the most practiced method. For LiMn$_2$O$_4$, considering the disproportionation mechanism of Mn$^{3+}$, it is beneficial to increase the average Mn valence, which is possible by lower-valence (less than or equal to +3) cation doping. Many dopants (including Li$^+$, Mg$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, Co$^{2+}$, Cr$^{3+}$, Cu$^{2+}$, Al$^{3+}$, Fe$^{3+}$, and Sc$^{3+}$)[63c,d] have been reported to improve cycling properties of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ among which doping with slightly excess Li is one of the simplest and most efficient method. Note that Li richness improves cycling at the expense of the available Mn$^{3+}$/Mn$^{4+}$ cation-redox capacity, and thus lowering the cation-redox capacity. The anion-redox capacity would need to be activated at higher charging voltages. Such a trade-off needs to be considered in stabilizing LiMn$_2$O$_4$. Meanwhile, successful dual- and multication doping strategies have been reported, which opens a larger compositional space for optimization.

Successful dual- and multication doping strategies have been reported, which opens a larger compositional space for optimization. For example, stability and phase diagram of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ needs to be considered in stabilizing LiMn$_2$O$_4$. Meanwhile, higher-valence (above +3) cation doping (e.g., Ti$^{4+}$[63b,64] and anion substitution with F$^-$[63c,65]) have been reported to improve the cycling of LiMn$_2$O$_4$. This seems counterintuitive at first glance as they would lower Mn valence and hence should not be beneficial. Nevertheless, their effectiveness suggests the complicated role of doping atoms most likely in the surface structure and chemistry, which is worthwhile for future studies especially via advanced experimental and simulation techniques. On the other hand, doping with electrochemically active elements led to the development of LiNi$_0.5$Mn$_1.5$O$_4$, where Ni$^{2+}$ sets all Mn at +4 valence that makes the structure stable. Albeit with similar capacity, LiNi$_0.5$Mn$_1.5$O$_4$ has higher energy density (because Ni$^{2+}$/Co$^{3+}$ operates at a higher redox potential at +4.7 V vs Li$^+$/Li without sacrificing capacity[66]) and better cathode stability than LiMn$_2$O$_4$. However, the large-scale application of LiNi$_0.5$Mn$_1.5$O$_4$ is hindered by the obstacle to commercialize a stable 5 V electrolyte. Nevertheless, the intrinsic high-voltage stability of LiNi$_0.5$Mn$_1.5$O$_4$ also leads to various doping studies, including Mg$^{2+}$, Fe$^{3+}$, Co$^{3+}$, Cr$^{3+}$, Al$^{3+}$, and Ru$^{4+}$, to further increase cycling performance.[67] A recent work by Liang et al.[67a] explored site-selective Mg doping in both tetragonal (8a) and octahedral (16c) sites and demonstrated excellent cycling stability with 86% capacity retention after 1500 cycles at 1 C and 87% capacity retention after 2200 cycles at 10 C. Furthermore, engineering the oxygen stoichiometry was explored in spinel cathodes.[68c–d] Considering the complicated Li–Mn–O phase diagram and the sensitivity on synthesis conditions and methods, precise control of the oxygen stoichiometry and defects may be challenging, but may also provide new opportunities in novel phases and/or composites with good properties.

Second, in addition to bulk doping, it is also important to tailor the dopant distributions. It was well recognized that in LiNi$_0.5$Mn$_1.5$O$_4$ different levels of Ni/Mn cation ordering (controllable by synthesis conditions) give rise to variations in capacity and cycling stability.[68] Such cation ordering in the bulk lattice originates from strong cation–cation interactions and would be smeared out with larger contributions of configurational entropy. Therefore, it should be general in many other heavily doped spinel cathodes, especially for the dopants with very different size and charge, strong magnetic interactions, and when using low-synthesis methods. This ordering phenomenon is worthwhile to be studied in the future, especially the influence of chemical short-range order (SRO) on electrochemical kinetics. Apart from dopant distributions, in the bulk, surface doping is now recognized as an efficient method to stabilize spinel cathodes, as the capacity is minimally affected by the trace amounts of electrochemically inactive dopants.[69] This strategy was first reported by Lu et al.[69] where a thin layer of TiO$_2$ was coated on the surface of Li$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$ via atomic layer deposition or sol–gel method followed by heat treatment. The obtained Ti-surface-doped LiMn$_2$O$_4$ showed improved cycling with suppressed Mn dissolution and less impedance growth. A recent progress has been made by Piao et al.[69b] where site-selective (occupying empty 16c octahedral sites) Al surface doping can dramatically improve cycling (97.6% capacity retention after 150 cycles at 0.1 C) and rate performance of LiNi$_0.5$Mn$_1.5$O$_4$. The surface doping approach could be obtained by two ways: from the kinetic perspective, one can uniformly coat the cathode particles by wet-chemistry or vapor-deposition methods, followed by a low-temperature and/or short-time annealing to suppress long-range cation diffusion; from the thermodynamic perspective, one can...
use dopant elements that tend to segregate at the surface. We believe this promising approach would lead to fruitful results in the future development of spinel cathodes.

Third, surface coating is another commonly practiced method to improve cycling performance, with a wide range of coating materials, including oxides (e.g., Li2O:B2O3, Al2O3, ZrO2, ZnO, SiO2, Li2ZrO3, and LiNi0.5Co0.5O2), fluorides (e.g., AlF3), phosphates (e.g., Li5V2(PO4)3), and polymers.24 With recent development in solid electrolytes for LIBs, coating spinel cathodes with fast Li⁺ conductors such as Li6.4La3Al0.2Zr2O12 has also attracted attention.25 Typically, the coating layer can physically separate the contact between active cathode materials and organic electrolytes and suppress side reactions such as Mn dissolution. In other words, it should be less reactive to the electrolyte and catalytically active than the bare spinel cathodes under dynamic conditions. Meanwhile, it should have a minimal effect on the impedance, with the ideal one having a good lattice match with spinel cathodes and being a good Li⁺ and electronic conductor. Moreover, it is important to achieve uniform thin coating with good wetting properties, which remains conformal and all-covering not only in the pristine state but also during electrochemical cycling. Therefore, despite of much progress that has been achieved, more investigations on new materials and scalable cost-effective synthesis methods are required to optimize the coating of spinel cathodes.

Fourth, the morphology of spinel cathodes can be tuned to improve cycling. While nanomaterials26 are attractive due to short diffusion length, good stress relief and damage tolerance, and other intriguing properties, coarse-grained LiMn2O4 with smaller specific surface area and hence less side reactions is more desirable in terms of cycling stability. The particle size effect on Mn dissolution was observed in Hunter’s experiments and later discussed by Thackeray et al.30 Previous experimental and simulation results also suggest different stability and Mn dissolution rates at surfaces with different surface inclinations, so it could be beneficial to control the shape and crystal orientation of the particles. This could be achieved by molten salt method and tuned by different liquid-solid interfacial interactions during high-temperature synthesis. Since the low-cost solid-state synthesis is the preferred route for large-scale production, the interplay among particle size, dispersion, crystallinity, and electrochemical properties should be also tailored by adjusting the heat-treatment schedule and different precursors/raw materials. Such a knowledge of know-how is a nontrivial issue that deserves detailed studies and optimizations, probably with the aid of the recently developed machine learning and high throughput strategies. Meanwhile, different synthesis methods and heat-treatment processes would influence defects (e.g., oxygen vacancy) and cation ordering, which should be considered to separate the processing and chemical effects on the electrochemical performances.

Fifth, modifications of the organic liquid electrolytes could be beneficial. Previous studies in LiMn2O4 have shown that additives such as (CH3)3SiNHSi(CH3)3, lithium bis(oxalato) borate (LiBOB), CaCO3, and pyridine could help improve cycling, either due to the formation of a more stable surface phase or through scavenging the damaging HF in the organic electrolytes.27 Meanwhile, advanced liquid electrolytes for LIBs and other aqueous/nonaqueous batteries are under rapid development in recent years.28 For example, Chen et al.29 reported stable cycling of LiMnO4 cathodes (paired with LiTi2O12 anodes) in 2.5 V aqueous LIBs using superconcentrated aqueous electrolytes. For LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, Suo et al.30 recently reported a class of full-fluoride electrolyte that enables highly stable 5 V-class lithium metal batteries, demonstrating >130 cycles at 0.36 C with slightly excess (1.4×) lithium as the anode and a high-loading LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 cathode (14.7 mg cm⁻², 1.83 mAh cm⁻²). Note that the development of advanced electrolytes and additives for LiMn2O4 is relatively less explored compared to the extensively practiced doping and coating strategies, and commercialization of LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 is also hindered by the lack of high-performance 5 V electrolyte. Therefore, there is plenty of room for the development of novel liquid electrolytes, which may provide a good solution for spinel cathodes, including the challenging problem of high-temperature cycling.80

Finally, the application of spinel cathodes in all-solid-state batteries could be a by-pass solution to the TM dissolution problem in liquid electrolytes. Some solid electrolytes are kinetically stable at 5 V versus Li⁺/Li, which could enable the use of LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4. Spinel cathodes with cubic symmetry, 3D diffusion channel, and isotropic chemical expansion during electrochemical cycling also fit well with solid electrolytes. Preliminary results in the literature have reported successful usage of LiMn2O4 and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 in bulk-type all-solid-state batteries with solid polymer electrolytes (e.g., polyoxymethylene-based31 and polycarbonate-based polymer electrolytes32), sulfide-based solid electrolytes (e.g., Li2S–P2S5 and Li10GeP2S12), and oxide-based solid electrolytes (e.g., Li4.8Ti1.6(PO4)3, as well as thin-film-type all-solid-state batteries (with lithium phosphorus oxynitride (LiPON)33 and Li0.7La0.3TiO1.5 solid electrolytes). Note that there are many more reports on full cells using solid polymer electrolytes than using sulfide-based solid electrolytes, and there are few reports on full cells using oxide-based solid electrolytes, which suggest challenges in processing all-solid-state batteries with inorganic electrolytes, especially oxides. It also implies that even though oxide-based electrolytes such as garnet-structure Li1.3La0.7Zr2O12 has higher modulus (which is argued to be able to suppress lithium dendrite penetration) and larger voltage stability window, how to process them remains a great challenge. The high-temperature sintering process also raises the interdiffusion problem and potential formation of impurity phases, which have been reported in the literature.86,89 Another important challenge is the interfacial stability between spinel cathodes and solid electrolytes during electrochemical cycling, including wetting and contact, chemical compatibility, and electrochemical stability. Coating of spinel cathodes may still be necessary to address the interfacial problem. For example, amorphous LiTi2O12 and Li1PO4 thin-film coatings were reported to improve the electrochemical performance of LiMn2O4 and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 in all-solid-state batteries, respectively.80,87 For high-rate applications that require high power density and/or fast charging, even though spinel cathodes have good diffusion kinetics, most solid electrolytes have limited critical current density, beyond which fast electrolyte degradation and shorting would occur. Therefore, more development in the processing technique, interfacial stability, coatings, and solid electrolytes are required to achieve
practical applications of spinel cathodes in advanced all-solid-state batteries.

5. Spinel Structure as Degradation Product and Structural Stabilizer for Layered Cathodes

While the above content focuses on spinel cathodes, particularly on LiMnO$_4$ and LiNi$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$, below we will discuss how stability and high rate performance of the spinel structure could help to design better LIB cathodes. This section focuses on the stability of the spinel structure that justifies its presence in various degraded layered cathodes and how it is integrated into layered cathodes to improve performance.

First of all, in nature, spinel represents a large family of minerals with a general formula of AB$_2$X$_4$ including spinel MgAl$_2$O$_4$ (which this mineral family and the structure are named after), garnet ZnAl$_2$O$_4$, magnetite Fe$_3$O$_4$ (i.e., Fe$^{3+}$Fe$^{2+}$)$_2$O$_4$, cuprospinel CuFe$_2$O$_4$, chromite FeCr$_2$O$_4$, and many others.$^{[90]}$ The presence of such abundant minerals with versatile chemistry illustrates the phase stability of the spinel structure. This phase stability applies to battery-related transition metals as well. For example, according to the phase diagram calculated by Materials Project,$^{[91]}$ spinel is the thermodynamically stable structure for both LiNiO$_4$ and LiCoO$_2$ compositions, which has been proved by in situ heating experiments.$^{[92]}$ Second, electrochemically, the stability of spinel is implied by the high voltages of TM redox couples in the spinel structure. For example, in spinel cathodes, Ni$^{3+}$/Ni$^{2+}$ has a redox potential of about 4.6 V versus Li$^+$/Li, Ni$^{4+}$/Ni$^{3+}$ has a redox potential of about 4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li, Mn$^{4+}$/Mn$^{3+}$ has a redox potential of about 4.0 V versus Li$^+$/Li, and Mn$^{3+}$/Mn$^{4+}$ has a redox potential well above 5.0 V versus Li$^+$/Li.$^{[93]}$ These redox voltages are generally much higher than their respective values in layered cathodes, if we consider the average discharged voltage of about 3.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li for Ni-rich cathodes (that mainly operate on Ni$^{4+}$/Ni$^{3+}$) as a reference.$^{[94]}$ (Note that the redox potentials are even higher in olivine-structure phosphates, with Ni$^{3+}$/Ni$^{2+}$ of about 5 V, Ni$^{4+}$/Ni$^{3+}$ of about 5.3 V, and Mn$^{3+}$/Mn$^{4+}$ of about 4.8 V vs Li$^+$/Li, which is also a structure with high stability.$^{[95]}$) Such high redox voltages could be understood by the site energy of Li$^+$. In spinel cathodes, Li$^+$ reside in tetrahedral sites that are corner-shared with neighboring TM–O octahedra, while in layered cathodes, Li$^+$ reside in octahedral sites that are edge-shared with neighboring TM–O octahedra. With longer Li–TM distances, Li$^+$ in spinel cathodes experience less Coulombic repulsion from neighboring cations and are thus more energetically stable, compared to the case in layered cathodes. This raises the equilibrium voltage of TM redox because adding/removing electrons in LIB electrodes must also involve simultaneous insertion/removal of Li$^+$ to compensate charge. On the other hand, the high redox voltages should not come from contribution by electronic energy. This is because strong hybridization between TM 3d orbitals and oxygen 2p orbitals increases the energy of TM–O antibonding states (thus lowering TM cation-redox voltages) and lowers the energy of TM–O bonding states (thus increasing O anion-redox voltages). Atomistically, the hybridization could be stronger than the layered case considering the higher average TM valence of +3.5 in spinel cathodes than in layered cathodes, which results in stronger Coulombic attraction between TM and oxygen ions and creates shorter TM–O bonds. This strong hybridization is further supported by the inaccessible oxygen redox with a band edge at about 5.0 V versus Li$^+$/Li.$^{[96]}$ Compared with the Li–O–Li-configuration-enabled oxygen redox at about 4.5 V versus Li$^+$/Li in Li-rich layered cathodes.$^{[97]}$ As a result, anion redox is typically not observed in LiMn$_2$O$_4$ nor LiNi$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$, even up to 5.0 V versus Li$^+$/Li for the latter.$^{[130]}$

However, in Li-rich spinel such as Li$_3$Mn$_4$O$_{12}$ where Li substitutes some of the Mn, TM–O hybridization becomes weaker, upshifting the orbital energy level and rendering anion redox accessible at a lower voltage. Liu et al.$^{[31]}$ recently reported HACR$^{[32]}$ activities in a Li-rich spinel with nominal composition close to Li$_3$Mn$_2$O$_{12}$, where oxygen anion-redox (m, a-contribution) and TM cation-redox (p, c-contribution) reactions could give a theoretical capacity of 243.9 mAh g$^{-1}$ (illustrated in Figure 9). Some oxygen loss in the initial formation cycles could reduce the average valence of Mn, and cause increasing proportion of cation redox in later cycles, but reversible oxygen anion redox are likely still present. Due to the low-temperature (400 °C) solid-state synthesis, the primary particle sizes are small, and smaller cathode particles seem to tolerate Mn$^{3+}$ Jahn–Teller distortion better.

![Figure 9](image-url)
Finally, spinel cathodes are known for high thermal runaway temperature and good safety, which suggest good thermal stability. The aforementioned phase, structural, electrochemical, and thermal stability of the “good spinel” Li(TM)$_2$O$_4$ structures as well as “bad spinel” structures like (TM)$_3$O$_4$ where all conduction channels are blocked, correlate with their frequent appearances on the surface of various layered cathodes, especially under high voltages, high temperatures, and prolonged cycling. For example, the following observations were reported in LiCoO$_2$:

- Using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron diffraction, Wang et al.[98] observed cation occupancy at 8a tetrahedral sites and partial phase transformation to spinel-type ordering at the surface of LiCoO$_2$ cycled between 2.5 and 4.35 V versus Li$^+$/Li;  
- Yazami et al.[99] observed the formation of cubic spinel phase under TEM in LiCoO$_2$ after aging at 4.7 V versus Li$^+$/Li for 10 h as well as irreversible loss in capacity and rate capabilities; using EELS, Kikkawa et al.[100] observed Co$_3$O$_4$-like phase and Li-inserted Co$_3$O$_4$ at the surface of LiCoO$_2$ charged to 40%, 60%, and 100% capacity; using HAADF-STEM and EELS, Tan et al.[101] observed Co$_3$O$_4$-like phase at the surface of epitaxial LiCoO$_2$ electrode films after charged to 4.2 V versus Li$^+$/Li; using HAADF-STEM, Yano et al.[102] observed spinel-like phase at the surface of LiCoO$_2$ cycled at 2.5–4.7 V versus Li$^+$/Li; using high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), Seong et al.[103] reported the formation of disordered spinel Li$_2$CoO$_4$ phase and spinel Co$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles at the surface of LiCoO$_2$ cycled at 3.0–4.6/4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li; and Yoon et al.[35b] observed spinel-like phase (Figure 10) at the surface of LiCoO$_2$ cycled at 3.0–4.45 V versus Li$^+$/Li, while 5% Ni doping is effective in modifying the production of the surface phase transformation to a cation-mixed phase. Similar observations were also made in NCM/NCA with various Ni/Co/Mn/Al ratios. For example, Nam et al.[104] used in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction/absorption technique and TEM to study the structural evolution of overcharged LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ and LiNi$_{0.05}$Co$_{0.95}$O$_2$, and showed by XRD (Figure 11) that Li$_{0.7}$Ni$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ transformed to a spinel phase at 337 °C, while Li$_{0.5}$Ni$_{0.3}$Co$_{0.15}$Al$_{0.5}$O$_2$ transformed to mixed phases of spinel and rocksalt at 256 °C before turning into pure rocksalt at 471 °C. Jung et al.[105] observed minor rocksalt phase and dominating spinel phase at the surface of LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ cycled at 3.0–4.5 V versus Li$^+$/Li, and spinel phase enclosed by rocksalt phase at the surface of LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ cycled at 3.0–4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li, while LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$ cycled at 3.0–4.3 V versus Li$^+$/Li shows little phase transformation. Lin et al.[106] used atomic resolution annular dark-field STEM to investigate the surface reconstruction of LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.3}$Mn$_{0.2}$O$_2$ and found a thin layer of spinel structure bridging the transformed layered structure (with Ni$^{2+}$, Mn$^{4+}$, and Co$^{3+}$) and the transformed rocksalt structure (with Ni$^{2+}$, Mn$^{2+}$, and Co$^{2+}$). Using HAADF-STEM and electron diffraction, Kim et al.[107] observed the formation of spinel structure around microcracks inside the primary particles of LiNi$_{0.4}$Mn$_{0.4}$Co$_{0.18}$Ti$_{0.02}$O$_2$ and LiNi$_{0.6}$Co$_{0.4}$Mn$_{0.2}$O$_2$ cycled at 3.0–4.45 V versus Li$^+$/Li at 60 °C. The transformation to spinel is more pronounced in layered Li-rich cathodes that utilize both cation (TM) and anion (O) redox. For example, with combined XRD, high-resolution TEM, and Raman spectroscopy, Hong et al.[108] confirmed the transformation to spinel-like domains in the layered framework of Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.6}$Mn$_{0.2}$O$_2$ cycled at 2.0–4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li. Similarly, Ito et al.[109] observed by atomic resolution HAADF-STEM and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) the formation of the spinel structure in Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.4}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.4}$O$_2$ at 4.5 V plateau during the first charge to 4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li, Xu et al.[110] observed the formation of a defect-spinel phase.

**Figure 10.** Surface structure of a,b) LiCoO$_2$ and d,e) LiNi$_{0.05}$Co$_{0.95}$O$_2$, and HAADF profile of c) LiCoO$_2$ and f) LiNi$_{0.05}$Co$_{0.95}$O$_2$, all cycled at 3.0–4.45 V versus Li$^+$/Li. Spinel-like phase forms at the surface of cycled LiCoO$_2$, while cation-mixed phase forms at the surface of LiNi$_{0.05}$Co$_{0.95}$O$_2$. Reproduced with permission.[35b] Copyright 2020, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
at the surface of Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.6}$O$_2$ cycled at 2.0–4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li under high-resolution STEM, Gu et al.\cite{111} observed the formation of LiMn$_2$O$_4$-like cubic spinel in Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.6}$O$_2$ and Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.1}$Co$_{0.175}$Mn$_{0.525}$O$_2$ cycled at 2.0–4.6 V versus Li$^+$/Li (after three formation cycles at 2.0–4.8 V vs Li$^+$/Li) under TEM, Zheng et al.\cite{112} observed the formation of spinel-like phase at the surface of Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.6}$O$_2$ cycled at 2.0–4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li under STEM, and Yan et al.\cite{113} observed the formation of LiMn$_2$O$_4$-type or M$_3$O$_4$-type (M: transition metal) spinel (Figure 12) in Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.6}$O$_2$ cycled at 2.0–4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li under STEM. Interestingly, Yan et al.\cite{114} observed the formation of spinel-like structure as well as a large population of nanovoids not only at the surface but also in the bulk of Li$_{1.2}$Ni$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.6}$O$_2$ cycled at 2.0–4.8 V versus Li$^+$/Li by STEM-HAADF. Therefore, it is clear that spinel structure also serves as a degradation product of layered Li-rich cathodes.

The above observations in layered LiCoO$_2$, NCM, NCA, and Li-rich cathodes raise an interesting question: what is the atomistic process and the driving force for the transformation of layered structures to spinel-like structures (either good or bad) upon electrochemical cycling? There could be several possible reasons. First of all, considering the structural relationship between layered and spinel structures shown in Figures 2 and 13,\cite{115} TM ion migration from TM layer to Li layer is clearly involved, which could be both thermodynamically and kinetically more favorable at highly charged (i.e., delithiated) states than at discharged (i.e., stoichiometric) states. Second, the “layeredness” (i.e., cation ordering with alternating (111) planes of TM layers and Li layers) is driven by the difference in the charge and size between TM ions and Li$^+$. For example, Co being +3 valence and much smaller than Li$^+$ promotes planar Li–TM–Li–TM concentration wave in LiCoO$_2$, maintained even at high temperatures of >1000 °C in air; in comparison, Ni being only +2 valence and similar in size with Li$^+$ tends to cation-mix with Li$^+$, which sets strict requirements on the synthesis conditions (temperature and atmosphere) of LiNiO$_2$ and Ni-rich NCM/NCA. Therefore, since TM ions typically become more reduced at the surface of cycled cathodes due to anion-redox-induced oxygen mobility and oxygen loss,\cite{116} the layeredness is difficult to maintain, which justifies why TM ions migrate into the Li layer (almost empty in highly charged states). Third, electrostatic repulsion between TM ions would tend to separate them apart, maximizing their distances and offering a driving force for cation ordering into a spinel-like pattern. (Remember in the spinel structure, B-site cations only occupy half of the octahedral sites in an edge-sharing manner.) Finally, some reduced cations such as Co$^{2+}$ and Mn$^{3+}$ may prefer tetrahedral sites (Co$^{2+}$: e$_g$^3t$_2g$, Mn$^{3+}$: e$_g$^3t$_2g$), which also promotes the formation of the “bad spinel” structures (there is no cation tetrahedral occupancy in layered structures). Nevertheless, in addition to the above general considerations, the detailed mechanism and kinetics of the phase transformation could vary with different materials and testing conditions (such as voltage, time, temperature, and the type of electrolytes), which are worthwhile for future investigations.

On the other hand, the robustness of the spinel structure inspires people to integrate it with other structures to improve structural stability. One such effort is to integrate the “good spinel” structure with a layered one to prepare a “composite” electrode, such as xLiNi$_{0.25}$Mn$_{1.75}$O$_2$·(1−x)[Li$_{1.2}$Mn$_{0.25}$Co$_{0.75}$O$_2$] and xLi$_2$MnO$_4$·(1−x)Li$_{1.2}$Mn$_{0.25}$O$_2$ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1/3).\cite{136} Another commonly practiced method is to coat a stable spinel structure with a layer of another material to improve electrochemical performance, such as xLiNi$_{0.25}$Mn$_{1.75}$O$_2$·(1−x)Mn$_2$O$_4$ or xLi$_2$MnO$_4$·(1−x)Li$_{1.2}$Mn$_{0.25}$O$_2$.
over high energy density cathodes such as LiCoO₂, high-Ni NCM/NCM, and Li-/Mn-rich materials. For example, spinel-Li(Ni₀.₃₁Co₀.₁₁Mn₀.₅₈)₂O₄-coated Li(Ni₀.₅₄Co₀.₁₂Mn₀.₃₄)O₂, spinel-LiMn₂O₄-coated Li₁₂Mn₀.₆Ni₀.₄O₂, spinel-Li₁₂Mn₀.₆Ni₀.₄O₂-coated LiCoO₂, spinel-LiMn₁.₉Al₀.₁O₄-coated Li(Ni₀.₇Co₀.₁₅Mn₀.₁₅)O₂, and spinel-Li⁴/₃Mn⁵/₃O₄-coated Li1.214Mn0.53Co0.128Ni0.128O₂ have been reported in the literature, [117] which demonstrate superior cycling stability over the uncoated materials. Herein, special attention should be paid to Mn⁴⁺-based spinels including the well-known compositions of Li⁴/₃Mn⁵/₃O₄ and LiNi₀.₅Mn₁.₅O₄ as well as hypothetical ones of xLi⁴/₃Mn⁵/₃O₄•(1−x)LiNi₀.₅Mn₁.₅O₄ and xLi⁴/₃Mn⁵/₃O₄•(1−x)LiAlMnO₄, because they will not suffer from the damaging disproportionation reaction and Mn⁴⁺ is relatively catalytically inactive compared to other widely used TM ions (e.g., Co⁴⁺/⁴⁺ and Ni⁴⁺/⁴⁺) in LIB cathodes. Zhang et al.[126] successfully coated a uniform layer of LiMn₂O₄ on Li-rich Li₁₂Mn₀.₅Co₀.₁₁Ni₀.₁₁O₂, from which they obtained better capacity and voltage retention, reduced oxygen evolution, and mitigated “bad spinel-like” phase transformation. Zhu et al.[17] coated ≈10 mm LiCoO₂ single crystals with a lattic-coherent LiMn₀.⁷⁵Ni₀.₂₅O₂ surface layer (Figure 14a), which normally is not stable as a bulk layered phase, but is stabilized here as an epitaxial nanolayer to the LiCoO₂ single crystal. This layered LiMn₀.⁷⁵Ni₀.₂₅O₂ further transforms into a “good” (i.e., with percolating Li⁺ diffusion channels) LiMn₁.₅Ni₀.₅O₄ spinel shell during the initial electrochemical cycles that completely wetted and wrapped the LiCoO₂ bulk (Figure 14b). The robust “good spinel” shell effectively prevented O₂ escape and Co dissolution, which drastically improved the cyclability of LiCoO₂ under high voltage cycling (3.0–4.6 V vs Li⁺/Li). Such novel spinel coatings are worthwhile to be further explored, probably assisted by innovative synthesis methods[32] that lead to more uniform conformal coating with better bonding to the host material.
Figure 13. Schematics illustrating cation migration and structure reconstruction from I) perfect layered structure, to II) partially cation-mixed layered structure, to III) LiMn$_2$O$_4$-type “good” spinel structure and to IV) M$_3$O$_4$-type “bad” spinel structure. M denotes transition metal elements. The process was originally summarized for structural evolution during heat treatment, but it could be also applicable for evolution during electrochemical cycling. Reproduced with permission.[115] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.

Figure 14. a) Schematic of gradient LiCoO$_2$–LiMn$_{0.75}$Ni$_{0.25}$O$_2$ single crystal created by high temperature annealing. b) Formation of semicoherent LiMn$_{1.5}$Ni$_{0.5}$O$_4$ shell on LiCoO$_2$ during initial electrochemical cycling, as the Mn:Ni:O ratio of 3:1:8 stays unchanged upon delithiation. Reproduced with permission.[17] Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry.
Generally, if surface phase reconstruction has to happen, it is important to promote surface reconstruction to the “good spinel” phase Li(TM)2O4 instead of “bad spinel” surface phases like (TM)3O6. The defining characteristics of the “bad spinel” surface phase is the higher TM:O ratio (likely due to previous oxygen escape when charged to high voltages) and lower average valence of TM (lower than 3+). Such “bad spinel” a) is more soluble in the liquid electrolyte than “good spinel,” and b) has TM packed in the tetrahedral sites in addition to the octahedral sites due to crowding, thus blocking Li+ diffusion paths. As a rule of thumb, “bad spinel” has TM:O ratio greater than 0.5 (as in the case of Co3O4 and Mn3O4), whereas the “good spinel” has TM:O ratio equal to or less than 0.5. In the Figure 14 example, the Mn:O ratio of 3:1:8 managed to stay unchanged before and after electrochemical lithiation, and the coating stayed conformal due to prepositioning of the Mn:O elements in the correct ratio to reconstruct into arguably the best spinel possible (LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4), with very little oxygen loss.

6. Spinel Framework for High-Rate and High-Power-Density Batteries

“Good” cubic spinels Li(TM)2O4 are known for their 3D interconnected diffusion channels, which offer isotropic pathways for fast Li+ intercalation and enable applications in high-rate and high-power-density batteries. For spinel cathodes, both LiMn2O4 and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 follow a solid-solution behavior during electrochemical cycling and their charge/discharge kinetics are controlled by Li+ bulk diffusion. From an atomistic point of view, Li+ diffusion takes place by a Li-vacancy-mediated hopping mechanism between two neighboring 8a tetrahedral sites, through an unoccupied 16c octahedral site that face-shares with the two tetrahedra. Li+ diffusivity of LiMn2O4 and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 is experimentally measured to be in the range of 10-12–10-9 cm² s⁻¹, by various techniques including galvanostatic intermittent titration technique, potentiostatic intermittent titration technique, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, electrochemical voltage spectroscopy, and current pulse relaxation. According to the random-walk diffusion model, (diffusion distance)² = 6 × (diffusivity) × (time), such a diffusivity would ensure 1 µm particles to be charged/discharged within 3–100 s, which indicates good rate capability, and allows the usage of micrometer-sized particles to be used in high-rate applications with high (volumetric) energy/power density. Nanomaterials with shorter diffusion distance could enable even better kinetics at the cost of packing density and stability, and well-designed hierarchical structures could benefit from both nano- and micrometer length scales. For example, Lee et al. synthesized agglomerated composite cathodes with nanosized Li-/Al-doped LiMn2O4 and well-dispersed carbon black in secondary particles (Figure 15), which have superior high-rate performance of 101 mAh g⁻¹ under 300 C at 24 °C, and 75 mAh g⁻¹ under 100 C at –10 °C. Nevertheless, the practical application of spinel cathodes in high-rate LIBs is hindered by high-temperature degradation problems, which become worse under dynamic large-current-density operations. Therefore, further improvement in cycling stability is necessary to maximize the intrinsic advantages of spinel cathodes in high-rate LIBs, which often requires prolonged cycle life.

Another example on the anode side is spinel Li4Ti5O12, which has been commercialized as high-rate anodes in LIBs. In electrochemical cycling, Li+ is inserted in Li4Ti5O12 to trigger a spinel-to-rocksalt conversion reaction, which is charge-compensated by Ti⁴⁺/Ti³⁺ redox and offers a voltage plateau at around 1.5 V (vs Li+/Li). Even though such a conversion reaction has sluggish kinetics in micrometer-sized Li4Ti5O12, it turns out to be extremely fast in nano-Li4Ti5O12. Recently, through real-time characterizations of Li+ diffusion kinetics by in situ EELS and DFT calculations, Zhang et al. rationalized the facile kinetics by polyhedral distortion and high-energy metastable intermediates (well above the ground state) at the two-phase boundaries, which is not accessible by the two end members of Li4Ti5O12 and Li3Ti3O12 (the lithiation product). This interface-mediated diffusion kinetics were also observed by Wang et al. in multiphase lithium titanate hydrates (Figure 16), which were able to stably deliver 130 mAh g⁻¹ at ≈35 °C over 10 000 cycles. The characteristic of fast kinetics together with superior cycling stability and safety offered by the robust spinel framework makes Li4Ti5O12 one of the best high-rate anodes in LIBs.

The above spinel candidates as high-rate LIB cathodes/anodes make it worthwhile to think about the mechanistic reason and effective utilization of the beneficial spinel framework for Li+ diffusion, which was laid out by a thoughtful analysis given by Urban et al. Generally speaking, the macroscopic Li+ bulk diffusion in battery electrodes is enabled by globally continuous or percolating diffusion pathways, and
locally, it is rate-limited by the available hopping path with the lowest energy barrier. On one hand, the "good spinel" structure has no problem in terms of global diffusion, because of the 3D connected diffusion channel schematically plotted in Figure 2b. Locally, Urban et al. offered a model to correlate the Li\(^{+}\) diffusion barrier with the number of neighboring octahedral TM ions for the saddle-point tetrahedral Li\(^{+}\) in rocksalt-based structure (recall that layered structure can be viewed as a cation-ordered rocksalt structure). This model is based on the critical role of Coulombic repulsion between Li\(^{+}\) and TM ions, which peaks when the Li\(^{+}\) is at the saddle point of the migration pathway (i.e., tetrahedral site in the rocksalt structure) due to very short Li–TM distance. Note that the distance between neighboring face-sharing octahedral and tetrahedral sites is much shorter than the distance between neighboring edge-sharing octahedral and octahedral sites. Therefore, Li\(^{+}\) with the least (i.e., zero) neighboring TM ions should have the smallest migration barrier, and a percolating network by the so-called 0-TM Li\(^{+}\) is responsible for the long-range diffusion in Li-rich disordered rocksalt cathodes.\(^{[16g]}\) This model can be generalized to the spinel structure, where the saddle-point octahedral Li\(^{+}\) is only in contact with TM-empty face-sharing tetrahedral sites. In this sense, Li\(^{+}\) migration in the spinel structure always takes place by 0-TM mode, which rationalizes the origin of its fast diffusion kinetics. In the spinel-like low-temperature LiCoO\(_2\) structure (similar structure to the lithiated spinel or tetragonal rocksalt Li\(_2\)Mn\(_2\)O\(_4\), where Co ordering in the cation sublattice is the same as the Mn pattern in LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\)), 0-TM mode is also available, which could help enhance diffusion kinetics. Such local structure with partial spinel-like

---

**Figure 16.** a) b-value analysis and c) calculated Li\(^{+}\) diffusivity of three multiphase lithium titanate hydrate composites: a hydrated nanocomposite (HN), a low-temperature treated layered-structure nanocomposite (LS), and a high-temperature treated dried nanocomposite (DN). b) In situ synchrotron XRD of LS electrode cycled at 100 mA g\(^{-1}\). d) HRTEM image and f) SAED pattern of HN sample. e) Magnified regime of (d) showing Li\(_4\)Ti\(_5\)O\(_{12}\)-like and TiO\(_2\)-like phases. Reproduced with permission.\(^{[123]}\) Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
order has been recently demonstrated by Ji et al.\cite{15b} in Li-rich oxyfluorides with compositions of Li$_{1.68}$Mn$_{1.6}$O$_3$F$_{0.3}$ and Li$_{1.6}$Mn$_{1}$O$_4$F$_{0.6}$. The oxyfluorides are cycled on combined cationic and anionic redox and show excellent electrochemical performance with high capacity of $>360$ mAh g$^{-1}$, high energy density of $>1100$ Wh kg$^{-1}$, and ultrafast rate capability up to 20 000 mA g$^{-1}$ when cycled between 1.5 and 4.8 V (vs Li$^+/Li$). This highlights the great promise of utilizing spinel and spinel-like structures to design novel high-rate cathode materials, as well as engineered cationic and anionic redox activities.\cite{12b}

7. Conclusion and Remarks

To summarize, the fundamental understanding of spinel LiMn$_2$O$_4$ cathode and its derivatives were reviewed in this article, which provide valuable insights for the future development of LIB cathodes. With advantages especially in low cost, good thermal stability, high rate capability, and ease of synthesis, the optimized spinel cathodes such as LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and LiNi$_{0.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$ are promising in future applications of energy storage systems, power tools, and electric vehicles.

We believe the following aspects are of central importance in spinel and related cathodes:

1) More fundamental studies should be conducted to better understand the degradation mechanisms of spinel cathodes, especially the main problems of TM dissolution and surface/interface instability. Such knowledge should be transferable to other electrode materials, especially Mn-containing ones.

2) Further development of spinel cathodes relies on optimizations on bulk doping, control of dopant distribution, coating, liquid electrolytes, and potential applications in all-solid-state batteries. Special attention to surface doping and development of new liquid electrolytes are recommended. Machine learning and robotic synthesis could potentially be helpful in optimizations in the hyperspace of compositions and various processing parameters.

3) Spinel structures can be integrated in the bulk and/or at the surface of other high-capacity cathode materials, especially the layered cathodes that share the same oxygen sublattice. Special attention should be paid to the elements and valence of the spinel stabilizer, whereas catalytically active TM ions should be avoided. More fundamental studies are suggested to understand the phase evolution and transformation dynamics at the surface of high-capacity cathodes, preferentially under dynamic conditions, to guide the reconstruction toward “good spinel” surface phases with percolating Li conduction pathways, instead of “bad spinel” surface phases where such pathways are blocked by TMs. As a rule of thumb, “bad spinel” has TM:O ratio greater than 0.5 (as in the case of Co$_2$O$_4$ and Mn$_2$O$_4$), likely due to oxygen loss in electrochemical cycling, whereas the “good spinel” has TM:O ratio equal to or less than 0.5. For instance, LiMn$_2$O$_4$ spinel is obviously a “good spinel,” but with cycling, this spinel is naturally subjected to a certain degree of surface oxygen loss, which in turn leads to the gradual formation of the “bad” Mn$_2$O$_4$ spinel. “Bad spinels” are bad because they are more soluble in the liquid electrolyte due to lower TM valence (less than 3$^+$), and they also block Li diffusion paths and greatly increase the impedance, with TMs sitting at tetrahedral sites in addition to octahedral sites. If the cathode surface has to reconstruct, being able to distinguish the “good spinel” from the “bad spinel” surface phases, and guiding the reconstruction toward a “good spinel,” would be key.

4) Spinel structures and rocksalt structures with spinel-like or -like structures to design novel high-rate cathode materials, as well as engineered cationic and anionic redox activities.\cite{12b}
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